
Lecture 11:
CS 5306 / INFO 5306:
Crowdsourcing and

Human Computation



Amazon Mechanical  Turk

• Do the “Amazon Mechanical Turk account set-up poll” on Piazza



Readings

• Today: Infotopia, Chapter 4

• Thursday (March 10): Infotopia, Chapter 5

• Tuesday (March 15): Infotopia, Chapter 6









Parimutuel Betting in Horse Racing

• Tote board:



Parimutuel Betting in Horse Racing

• Horse h1, …, hn

• Totals wagers for each horse w1, …, wn

• Total wagers across all horses W = σi=1
n wi

• House take r×W (r = ~17%)

• Each horse hi returns 
(1−r)×W

wi
per dollar if it wins



Parimutuel Betting in Horse Racing

• Gamblers (collectively) are good predictors of race outcomes



Parimutuel Betting in Horse Racing

• Humans are biased estimators

• Favorite Long-Shot Bias: 
People have a preference 
away from low-return bets 
and toward “long shots”

Ziemba and Hausch 1986



Parimutuel Betting in Horse Racing

• Favorite Long-Shot Bias Explanations:

– Cognitive:

• Misestimating probabilities

• Preference for risks

• ….

– Economic:

• Large bettors would damage their return if they bet all on one horse

• “Insider” bookmakers placing bets to entice bets on losers

• ….



• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a (fair) coin on March 9, 
2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise.

Prediction Markets: Intuition



• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a (fair) coin on March 9, 
2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise.

• Would you sell it if someone offered you

o $7?
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• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a (fair) coin on March 9, 
2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise.

• Would you sell it if someone offered you

o $7?

o $3?

Prediction Markets: Intuition



• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a (fair) coin on March 9, 
2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise.

• Would you buy it if someone offered to sell it at

o $7?

o $3?

Prediction Markets: Intuition



• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a biased coin on March 
9, 2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise (and 
you don’t know the bias).
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Prediction Markets: Intuition

• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a biased coin on March 
9, 2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise (and 
you don’t know the bias).

• Imagine you could flip the coin 10 times before deciding, and it 
came up heads 8 times and tails 2 times

– How much would  you sell this stock for?

– How much would you buy this stock for?

– = Price of the stock



• Imagine you owned a “stock” that flips a biased coin on March 
9, 2016, and gives you $10 if it’s heads and $0 otherwise (and 
you don’t know the bias).

• Imagine 100 people (including you) owned this stock, and each 
gets a (private) opportunity to flip the coin 10 times before 
setting a price

• What would you buy/sell the stock for?  Would you get it?

Prediction Markets: Intuition



Predict Markets

• Traditional stock market:

– Buy and sell pieces of companies

– Prices reflects collective sense of the value of the companies

• Prediction markets:

– Buy and sell stocks whose value is determined by some unknown 
future event

– Example: A stock that pays $10 if the Republican candidate wins the 
US Presidency





Market PRES16_STA

• You pay $1

• You get two “assets”
– DEM16_WTA – pays off $1 if Democrat wins

– REP16_WTA – pays off $1 if Republican wins

– Only 1 option will win, so the market pays out the same amount that 
it takes in

– You can sell the “assets” independently











Iowa Electronic Markets

• Current Markets
– 2016 U.S. Presidential Election Markets

– 2016 U.S. Presidential Nomination Markets

– 2016 U.S. Congressional Control Market

• Closed Markets
– Twilight Movie Box Office Market

– Disney Price Level Market

– Computer Industry Returns Market

– Mexican Peso Market

– ….
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Hollywood Stock Exchange



Technicalities

• Person i makes a “bid order” to buy m units at price p

• Person j makes an “ask order” to sell n units at price q

• Match up trades:

– If p>q then i gets min(m,n) units from j at some cost between p and q

– There are various approaches to deciding on which i and j and at 
what cost



Technicalities

• Person i makes a “bid order” to buy m units at price p

• Person j makes an “ask order” to sell n units at price q

• Match up trades:

– If p<q for all i and j, then the market has reached equilibrium – no 
more trades

– Max p and Min q bound the value of the unknown variable



Types of Markets

• Call markets

• Continuous double-auction

• Pari-mutuel

• Bookmaker

• Market maker



What Can You Buy and Sell?

• Winner-Take-All:
– $1 if Cornell men’s hockey beats Princeton, $ otherwise

• Index:
– $X if Cornell men’s hockey scores a proportion X of the final 

score

• More generally:
– $f(X) for random variable X

• Combine multiple markets to estimate other quantities 
(e.g., histograms, distributions, variance) – Spread betting

• (Real or fake money)



Why Use Prediction Markets

• Expected value of a random variable:
Integrate information about an unknown event

• Manage risk:
If event is “Snow storm in October”, can buy 
stocks that pay you if it happens – you make 
money from the event, presumably to make up 
for money you’d lose if such an event happens 
(if it doesn’t, you’ve presumably only spent a 
little money)



• Numerical quantities:
– Probabilities

– Means

– Medians

– Distributions

– Histograms

– Standard deviations

• Contingent outcomes

• “Meta” questions:
– If the market “New Hires in Q305” is run, will it attract 

interest?”

What Can Prediction Markets Compute?











July 28, 2003

• Senator Ron Wyden (D): "The idea of a federal 
betting parlor on atrocities and terrorism is 
ridiculous and it's grotesque“

• Senator Byron Dorgan (D): "useless, offensive and 
unbelievably stupid“

July 29, 2003
• Program canceled

• John Poindexter (R) resigns



Problems for Prediction Markets

• Information cascades

• Matters with hidden information

• Manipulation?

• Low numbers

• Legal barriers

• Moral qualms



Problems for Prediction Markets

• Cognitive barriers

– Favorite-longshot bias – low probability events

– In-group bias

– Optimism bias

– Confirmation bias

– Risk-seeking

– Speculative bubbles



Comparison to Voting

• Those without information will not participate

• You ask subjects about their prediction of the outcome, not 
their vote (as is done with polling)

• You can “change” your vote over time

• Can have most people who are random, as long as a minority 
have the information to set the right price


